
iLuxo LED system – light years ahead! 

 

 

More atmosphere in outdoor areas with iLuxo 

From urban street lights to lighting of gardens or parks, 

entrances and driveways or signaling of escape routes, parking 

lots and loading bays in commercial areas – a targeted lighting 

concept creates comfort and safety at the same time. With the 

iLuxo LED outdoor lighting system expressive accents can be 

set while emphasizing ambiance in different surroundings. Its 

unobtrusive design is ideal for sophisticated outdoor areas or 

wherever a discreet lighting concept is desired. iLuxo 

combines modern design with energy-efficient and ecofriendly 

LED technology. 

Time-saving installation thanks to modular 

system structure 

Consisting of a special aluminium profile with 

diffusers and clips in a modular system, iLuxo can 

be installed and extended quickly. The slim 

profiles fir perfectly in a variety of architectural 

structures thanks to various heights and 

selectable illumination colors. The elegant lights 

are ideal for retrofitting existing metal or wooden 

fences, railings or masonries. Mounting on the 

front or back sides oft he most popular posts is 

achieved in minimal time. 

Wide range of applications  

Combination with intelligent sensors such as time switches, 

twilight switches or light barriers but also integration into 

building management is possible and increases the use of 

options. A light guidance system is easily realized as well as 

the use in truck loading bays to enable a „safe docking“ due to 

possibility oft two color changing lights. Likewise iLuxo can be 

used in car parks to ensure optimum utilization oft he depth 

oft the parking bay. 
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iLuxo at a glance 

•••• Energy-efficient LED illumination 

•••• Consumption: 9,6W per linear meter – assuming full lighting period of 3h/day results in an annual 

consumption of about 11kWh, At a kW/h price of € 0.20 costs are at € 2.20 per linear meter 

•••• Slim aluminium profiles with diffuser 

•••• Trapezoidal profiles for post lighting in four lengths:  830mm, 1030mm, 1230mm and 1830mm 

•••• Time-saving installation thanks to modular kit with ready-to-plug-in cabling in a set of 5 incl. 

transformer 

•••• Cable length of 2.5m between profiles for lighting of welded mesh fences 

•••• Connection system protected by utility patent 

•••• Ideal for retrofitting existing metal or wooden fences, railings or masonries 

•••• All electrical components IP67 protected 

•••• Combination with intelligent sensors such as time switches, twilight switches etc. 

•••• Ease integration into building management 

•••• Suitable for use as alight guidance system 
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